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Bridge Collective February 2018 What’s On dates so far……
Look out for updates to our February What’s on on our website
http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/ or on our front door
Thurs 1st

• 10am Meeting about our future funding with Kim Flemming (Devon
County Council) & Emma Fitzpatrick (Devon Partnership Trust). All
welcome.
• 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon

Sat 3rd

• 12.30-2.30pm Rainbowbridge

Mon 5th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group

Tues 6th

• 11.15am – 1pm Experts by Experience monthly meeting
• 1.30 – 3.30pm Experts by Experience planning meeting

Wed 7th

• 10.40am meet Exeter Bus station - Greenwood Project to Yeo Vale
Wood

Thurs 8th

• 1-3pm Community meeting

Tues 13th

• 10.30am – 12.30pm Open Reflection – time to reflect on how we are
doing as a community. Topic: ‘Plan B: planning for if we have a break
in funding’
• 1.30-3.30pm Experts by Experience planning meeting

Wed 14

th

Thurs 15th

• 1pm - 2.30pm Open Minds
• 10.30 – 11.30 Newsletter planning
• 12-4pm Open Afternoon

Mon 19th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group - Playing with Colour using raw
canvas and acrylics: a session with artist Caroline Saunders

Tues 20th

• 11am - 1pm Experts by Experience planning meeting
• 1.30-3pm Company Systems Working Party: cleaning, typing, health
and safety checks, shopping, photocopying

Wed 21st

• Greenwood Project event – venue to be confirmed

Thurs 22nd

• To be confirmed 12-4pm Open Afternoon

Fri 23rd

• Half day workshop: ‘Depression & Bi-polar – beyond every cloud...?
see posters at the Bridge. Free for anyone on benefits. To book a place
https://enrolonline.wea.org.uk Course code: C3529052 Tel: WEA (Exeter
Workers’ Educational Association) 01392 457300
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Hello all,
Welcome to a new year and new beginning for the
Bridge Collective newsletter.
We have experienced much change in the past year
and it feels, despite the hardships with funding and
resulting affects that has had, a testament to our
collective strength, that we are still here and reaching
out to connect with this newsletter. Our current
position is that from April 1st 2018 the Bridge has yet
to secure core funding to ensure our continued
existence. Applications and negotiations are still in
progress to address this, but we need to acknowledge
that if they are not successful, this may be the Bridge
Collective’s last newsletter
This newsletter arrives in your hand or screen as a result of a planning meeting that
happened in November 2017 in which members of the Bridge community gathered together
to make a plan on how we could carry our newsletter into the future in the knowledge that
we would be facing the loss of our longstanding editor Bev.
Bev, the Bridge Collective’s newsletter editor from Jan 2010 to Dec 2017, accepted an offer
of redundancy and had her last day working for the Bridge Collective on December 11th
2017. Bev was also a founder member of the Bridge Collective and has held many positions
within the collective including Greenwood project co-facilitator, Community Development
worker, Open Day facilitator and more recently stepped up to support both the Women’s Art
Group and Underground Sound music projects as a co-facilitator and more. We will deeply
miss our colleague.
For the Bridge Collective we must also recognise that through this loss in worker input to
the Bridge Collective we are currently not able to sustain the number of projects we can run.
Underground Sound has been on an extended break since August and is much missed. We
hope a new approach based on developing sustainable and well supported volunteer teams
will help us find a way to relaunch Underground Sound in the future.
In Bev’s time as editor, she gathered and compiled articles, thoughts, art, recipes, ideas,
meeting minutes and quotes with creative verve and humour, we are very grateful for her
committed investment into so many of our collective publications and are happy to report
that all of which can still be found alongside special editions edited by Peter Lightfoot on our
website www.bridgecollective.org.uk/newsletters/
To Bev we hope all can all join in sending our very greatest of wishes for a new and exciting
chapter in her life.
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11 people came to the Bridge Collective’s November Newsletter Planning Meeting in
November and came up with a plan to produce a February to April edition of which this is
the result. Contributions were invited and material was received and assembled by
Sarah and Andrew and passed on to Maggie Durkin who kindly offered to collate a
printable draft ready for agreement at the community meeting. Many thanks to Maggie
for taking on this task and for all who helped with the planning, gathering, contributing of
material, and the editorial process.
At the planning meeting there was also an idea to work towards a sustainable
collaborative way of producing newsletters in future and we will be having another Bridge
Collective Newsletter planning meeting on Thursday 15th February 10.30 -12.30 to move
this forward. Anyone with an interest in contributing to the continuation of our Newsletter
is warmly invited to join us at the Bridge Collective.
Also, we continue to be happy to receive submissions of articles, poems, art, thoughts,
ideas, and more for future newsletters at any time. Please email your contributions to
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk alternatively we can receive by post: Unit 4 King
Street Business Centre, Exeter, EX1 1BH or in person at Bridge Collective when we’re
open, please check our online calendar to when this will be: www.bridgecollective.org.uk/
calendar/
There are also many other opportunities to be involved with the Bridge Collective,
particularly at this time of us working hard to renegotiate our financial position, in process
of grant applications and looking at alternative and new ways of generating support for
the work that we do. All willing hands are warmly invited to come and be part of creating
in a way that works for you and us; whether your skills lay in numbers, words,
computers, being with people, proofreading, health and safety, marketing, sharing your
experience or more your contribution and participation would be hugely appreciated,
Please do get in touch, we want to hear from you!
2017 has been a year of challenge, and as a collective we’ve faced that challenge with
courage and hard work. Many thanks to all who have contributed to the Bridge over the
year in so many different ways.
Wishing us all the very best of health, luck, success for this new year!
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My Diagnosis.
Everyone's experience of the diagnosis is diﬀerent. For some it is
depressing things can never get better. But for others it is the moment
everything is suddenly explained. All others feel nothing as for them nothing
has changed.
For me, after having to wait for two years, my diagnosis of Asperger's
suddenly explained everything that was diﬀerent about me. I felt elated and
sort of released, I did not have to pretend to be anyone else, nor did I have
to repress my feelings or reactions to experiences. It also meant that if I did
not want to talk it did not matter, and if I wanted to be alone that was fine
too! Admittedly my emotional reactions to stress and minor irritation were
suddenly stronger, and this came as quite a surprise to me!
Whatever your experience of having a diagnosis, I hope that you cope with
it in your own way; and it is good that this newsletter enables people to
express views, experiences and learn new things about others.
Ceri

Lost my mind
I lost my mind in days of gold
when honeysuckles cleanse my soul
and broken logs along the way
with sticks and stones and broken bones
and loans of love to fuel the debt
of leaves of green of green grass home
of a blue sea and white horses of salty foam
to roam the earth as an animal at birth
to find one's place of solace grace
of silver stars and black charades
to onwards and upwards to rest one's life
upon the bosom of feminine love
to brush their hair and smooth the ravine
on towards golden streams.
Paul
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Music & mental health
What does it mean to you?
Music can enable, music is happiness, it’s real it’s a daily basis, we take music for
granted, only the tune stays the same, when I listen to music its like therapy, music is my
first love and most definitely my last, music helps me solve my problems, it’s real it’s a
daily basis, music helps minds, makes life liveable, my music, music calms me down, just
be yourself, makes life liveable, stay loyal to the lyrics, only the tune stays the same, my
mind, music and the mind, music and mental illness definitely go together, music helps
my mind because it helps my mental illness, my new technique is to put music on, music
can enable, there’s no way I’d be the way I am without music, mental illness, over and
over and over, don’t step on that crack … look at the colour black, its like two different
parts of my brain, it swears sometimes, we tend to underestimate the significance of
music, only the tune stays the same, if someone has a broken arm or leg you can see
they’re in pain, when I’m producing that piece of music its my hands doing that, music
without the voice can express every variety of human emotion, like my normal brain
that’s talking to you now, tap tap one two three look at the tree, I wouldn’t want to
imagine a world without music, when I play the piano I feel like I’m in a dream, music
mellows me, when I make music I feel like, yeah I am proud of my mental illness, like my
normal brain that’s talking to you now, especially when your on your own and there’s noone else, it helps me to be neutral and relax, you can enter in to a new world, my mental
illness does affect my life, do you want me to say about like my mental illness and stuff?,
music can enable brain-damaged people to accomplish tasks which they could not master
without it’s aid, music fills the quiet air, songs evoke emotion, music shouldn’t be made of
thought it should be made of emotion, music breaks through language barriers, music gets
your emotions out when you can’t talk about how angry you are, music is the medicine of
the mind, accomplish tasks, if you have a mental disorder its the same pain but all in your
head, if a song evokes emotion imagine what else it’s capable of, if my ocd is bad I find it
difficult to get up, music shouldn’t be made of thought it should be made of emotion,
leave the world behind and enter a new world, we tend to underestimate the power of
music, I don’t know how to describe it, if I had to sum music up in one word: happiness,
when I make music I feel like whatever a normal person would feel like, how does music
make me feel? I could write a thousand word essay on how music makes me feel, just be
yourself, puts smiles on faces, the other thing in my head, overwhelming, its just like
everything is too overwhelming, makes life liveable, could not master without its aid,
music and the mind, brain damage, because my mental illness is a coping mechanism,
whether I’m winning or losing my cd is spinning, the other thing in my head, it helps me
to be neutral and relax, ever since I was small, music is happiness, it calms me down,
sometimes as sad as it sounds music is the only thing that keeps me holding on, music
would be my first love and it will definitely be my last, puts smiles on faces, music would
be my first love and it will most definitely be my last, I just forget everything and it makes
me feel really happy.
Typed by Gary
Words and thoughts from members of Underground Sound
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Underground Sound — Playing music, singing, Listening
Here are some ideas from Underground Sound members about Exeter places:
• to keep in touch
• to hear what’s happening with music locally
• to play and listen
• to get together to enjoy music
1. Barnfield Theatre, Barnfield Road
Our Open Mic Club Night: First Friday of every month in the Clifford room of the
Barnfield Theatre Tel: 01392 270891 starting at 7.45pm http://
www.barnfieldmusicclub.co.uk £1.00 entry (also a raffle ticket).
2. Exeter Music and Sound Forum: https://www.facebook.com/
ExeterMusicandSoundForum
3. Exeter Cultural Partnership: http://exeterculturalpartnership.ning.com
4. Forever Young Sing for Fun, St Sidwell's School, York Road,
Mon, 7-9pm (not half-term, bank hols & Aug) http://singforfun.yolasite.com
No rehearsals, no concerts, no public performances... just sing to backing music and
feel good, no need to read music ...no auditions, very informal. Pay £3:50 on the
door for 2 hours of fun 7-9pm...come when you can.
5. Music In Devon Initiative https://musicindevon.org
6. Singing Makes You Feel Good! Magic Carpet Community Choir https://
www.magiccarpet-arts.co.uk/events Tel: 01392 422938
Meets Mint Methodist Church, Fore Street, Tues 10.00am – 12.00pm
Mixed-ability choir for all voices, sociable group, emphasis on peer-support,
participation by contribution, recommended £5 or £3.50 for people receiving
benefits.
7. Sorry Head, Black Boy Road
Open Mic night: every Tuesday, Jam: every Thursday http://www.sorryhead.co.uk/
whats-on
8. White Hart, South Street
Open Mic night: Fridays from February 2018 Tel: 01392 279897
Maybe see you there!
From members of Underground Sound
http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/activities-and-groups/underground-sound/
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Haiku Poetry
Haiku poetry dates from 9th century Japan. It consists of three lines, the
first and last have 5 syllables and the middle has 7. It often reflects our
relationship with nature, and captures a moment in time.
A poem by an old master, Basho Matsuo 1600's
An old silent pond,
A frog jumps into the pond,
splash! Silence again.

Haiku poetry has now become popular in the west.
A tree of blossom
A bee lands to suck nectar
cherish the moment.
A glimmer of red
A poppy sways in the wind
my spirits lift up.
Alison Harbord
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Twigs and Toads – memories of a 6 year old psychiatric outpatient.
Each afternoon I counted the washing lines from the moving window of the train into
Town. I liked how the backs of the old redbrick terraces at Willesden and Kilburn jutted
out in a blocky way. When the train went underground I read the ads inside.
My mother and I got off at Great Portland Street and walked past stately white pillared
big non-homelike buildings. For a whole year from 2pm to 3pm, Monday to Friday I had
my appointment at The Clinic.
I was 6.
I was seeing a psychiatrist.
What had I done? Had I smashed the sitting-room windows by chucking a brick?
Tortured the neighbour’s spaniel? Set fire to a street litter bin?
Not guilty.
Had I refused, kicking and screaming to attend school? No, I wore my brown blazer and
my panama hat and sat next to my new friend Ishbel Montgomerie. The teachers were
snobbish and irritable but Ishbel was able to teach the things that mattered. Like how to
eat my packed lunch.
‘Now this is the skin which we don’t want’. She peeled and discarded the spare layer of
my boiled egg with assurance. I liked learning from Ishbel.
As a ‘problem child’ the main problem must have been to find one. However my mother
was certain there was something the matter with me. She had her teaching qualification
and we lived in a detached house with ‘leaded light’ features so she was entitled to proof
and cure.
One spring evening when the cherry trees were in blossom along the leafy verges of
Barn Way she asked me did I want to go and post a letter. Walking along the pavement
to my big red tip-toe purpose the primary teacher who taught in a different school to
‘save her the embarrassment’ informed me:
‘And did you know Rachel that every time you open your mouth a little toad jumps out?’
I said nothing but I knew that this was not true.
Somehow, probably after a number of letters and phone calls, she was able to refer me
to the Children’s Psychiatric Office in Harrow and hence to Dr Kaufman and The Clinic.
So who was Dr Morton Kaufman?
He was a man. A youngish man with short dark brown hair and olive skin. He had a
relaxed Miami Florida drawl.
He liked young children.
He was not a paedophile.
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My Clinic year ended. He gave me the box of dolls to take home. He bought me roller
skates, telling my mother I needed to go out and play more. I did. When I was fifteen,
after years of invisibility he sent me a gold and blue enamel star of David on a chain. I
placed it my jewellery box next to the one from my Aunt Hilde.
Looking back on this strange self-contained interlude in my young life I think he was
good for me. An adult who took me seriously and did not work himself into temper
tantrums at me when the whim took him. I never had that at home.
And, after 55 years I look back at the person I was – I am the author I have the right to
be the most important character here. I see a matter-of-fact little person who had been
given a narrow life. What would help me from then on, though I did not yet know it,
was, and still is, my openness to the wider world.
By Rachel Schaufeld.

A New Book to be
released this summer.
A moving account of an ordinary family’s
experience of their younger son’s psychosis and
how they travelled the lonely journey with him
to recovery.
Includes his own creative words and pictures.
‘In telling her family’s story, Maggie also
touches thought provokingly on a wide range of
issues to do with how we as a society think
about and approach experiences, feelings, and
beliefs that have sometimes been labelled as
‘mental illness’ and the people who have been
labelled in that way.
I hope this book will give insight and inspiration
to anyone who finds themselves travelling
through this territory’. Andrew Barkla
Bridge Collective
£7.99
Early Bird price as sold direct
from author
all proceeds after costs to
Bridge Collective

The Bridge Collective
will have copies available from January 2018
to all wishing to purchase at this price,
before the summer launch
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at the

Bridge Collective

Playing with Colour
using raw canvas and
acrylics
a session with artist

Caroline Saunders
Monday 19th February
10.30 -12-30
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2018
10th January
14th February
14th March

‘Open Minds’
A peer support group for people who see, hear or sense things
other people don't (sometimes labelled 'psychosis').
We aim to meet every 2nd Wednesday of the month 1-2.30pm,
for chat, coffee, support, sharing ideas and general discussion.
At the Bridge Collective, Unit 4, 7-9 King Street Exeter, EX1 1BQ.
Tel: 01392 433358
Email: openminds@bridgecollective.org.uk
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Open Reflection at the Bridge Collective 2018
Open Reflection is a session we have four times a year to reflect on how we do
things as a community - facilitated by visiting facilitator Michelle Virgo.
Past topics include: community development role, communication, being heard,
boundaries, breathing spaces: managing and building capacity, financial
sustainability, hints and guidelines for supporting each other and being
supportive at work, sharing space: working on our own – working together.
Next session: 10.30am – 12.30pm, Tuesday 13th February 2018
Provisional topic: “Plan B …… our plan for if we have a gap in funding”
For ideas for future Open Reflection topics email: bridgecollective@hotmail.co.uk

Dealing with Change
From the Bridge Collective Open Reflection session 1st November 2017
Reflections about the changes we are going through at the Bridge Collective
•

Surfing the waves of change

•

Stuff happens. Stuff gets dealt with. It could be worse.

•

Looking for positives – a survival strategy

•

What we are doing now is valuable in its own right

•

An opportunity to be part of the beginning

•

Space to feel sad. Space to grieve

•

Seasonal turning points

•

Recognising our capacity to digest change

•

Planning for change

•

Loss connects us to the most important things

•

Courage to have hope

•

Marking change with celebration
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‘Memory Lane’
Join us on Thursday 15th March, 10.30 -12 midday
Looking at our past newsletters and annual reports
from when we began in 2007 up to the present day.
Remembering what we’ve done,
old times, recent events,
friends old and new.
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Taking part as an Experts by Experience speaker:
If you are interested in finding out more or taking part
please come to the
Experts by Experience monthly meeting
at the Bridge Collective, dates below.

Experts by Experience Diary Dates 2018
FEBRUARY
Monthly Experts by Experience Tuesday 6th 1115-1300
• Tuesday 6th; 1330 -1530 Social worker team PLANNING
• Tuesday 13th; 1030-1230 Lived Experience, trainee Nurses Block 1 PLANNING
• Tuesday 20th; 1.30-1500 Lived Experience, trainee Nurses Block 2 PLANNING
• SOUTH DEVON; Thursday 22nd February; Social worker team TRAINING

MARCH
Monthly Experts by Experience MONDAY 5th 1400-1600
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 6th Block 1A trainee Nurses TRAINING
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 13th Block 1B trainee Nurses TRAINING
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 20th Block 2A trainee Nurses TRAINING
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 27th Block 2B trainee Nurses TRAINING
• Thursday 29th; 1000-1200 Lived Experience trainee Nurses Block 3 PLANNING

April
Monthly Experts by Experience Tuesday 3rd 1115-1300
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 10th Block 3A trainee Nurses TRAINING
• PLYMOUTH; Tuesday 17th Block 3B trainee Nurses TRAINING
http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/activities-and-groups/experts-by-experience/
Tel: 07812 439818
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Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 9 November 2017

Present: Chris, Andrew, Mark, Ashley, Ceri, Nicola, Giles, Sarah, Gary, Shant, Margaret, Emma,
Suzy
Apologies
No. of Directors present: 4

Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes

Read & agreed

Chair for Dec14

Margaret & Andrew

Accounts

Accepted

Annual Report

Accepted

Funding Bids

Agreed to Register with the Fore

Groups & Activities

Agreed to add Company Systems Working Party to the
sheet

Wellbeing Exeter

Update & share Bridge Advertising info

Hate Crime Pledge

move to next Community meeting

Data Protection

Nicola appointed as Data Protection Officer

Supervision update

Supervision is now Team Supervision

Open Reflection

Next Open Reflection date is 10.30 on 13 Feb 2018
Sarah to communicate re. payment

Underground Sound

Update Statement agreed for email & website,
working towards a project relaunch

Newsletter

Time to be allocated next meeting

Christmas Tree

Walk planned to gather greenery decorate on Mon 11th Dec.

Dates

12 Nov 1.30-3.00 Directors’ H&S (health& safety)
meeting
Meeting closed 1.30pm
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Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 14 December 2017

Apologies Nicola
Present Margaret , Mark, Sarah E, Sarah T, Rachel, Ceri, Gabriella, Andrew, Chris, Liz, Ben,
Steve No. of Directors present:6
Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes

Read & agreed

Chair for Jan 11

Sarah T & Andrew

Newsletter

Plan for February newsletter agreed
Dates to be set for future newsletter planning
Memory Lane idea

Wholefoods

Agreed not to order more until at least February

Funding Applications

Tudor Trust: work to continue via email, some ideas
gathered.
The Fore: Nicola to lead work on application in contact
with others. Application to be in by Jan 8
Agreed Andrew to apply for Alp Kit Foundation for
hostel weekend in April

Paid Hours Jan - March

Agreed 3 hours to be restored to Community
Development time - to be done by Nicola
Agreed to allocate 6 hours x 2 for Thursday coordination and facilitation for Feb and March and 2x2
hours co-ordination (Thursday opening) for January
16 hours for community development time to continue
for Sarah till March 31
2 additional hours for finance for Andrew to be added to
11 contractual hours till March 31

Dates

Funding strategy meeting Thursday 11/1/18 12.15 3.30
Newsletter planning meeting Thursday 15/2/18 10.30 12.30
Memory Lane 15/2/18 10.15 - 11.30
Meeting closed 12.00
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Community Meeting Minutes

Thursday 11January 2018

Apologies : Sarah T, Sarah E Ben (belated)
Present: Fleur, Mark, Ceri, Giles, Maggie, Andrew, Margaret, Chris, Nicola, Suzy
No. of Directors present: 3

Item

Action/Decision

Ground Rules

Read

Minutes of last meeting

Read and agreed

Chair for next meeting

Nicola and Chris

Em’s testimonial

Extremely positive reaction to this being read out .
Agreed to share more widely

Newsletter

20th January delivery of newsletter to Bridge. Maggie to
send invoice to Sarah

Sickness, absence and
compassionate leave

Fleur will research template policies

Membership

Extend all current memberships till May AGM

Funding

Andrew email Kim and Emma with possible agenda
items for Feb.1st meeting
The Fore bid submitted January 2018
Allen Lane bid submitted November 2017

Getting ready for volunteer
recruitment

Deferred to next community meeting

Bank a/c signatory

Mark to be added as signatory

Dates

Community meeting Thursday 8th February
Andrew to check with Sarah am or pm time
Meeting closed at 1.35pm
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Would you like to write an article, a poem
or share a favourite recipe?
Maybe you have a hobby, or an opinion
that other people would be interested in.
This newsletter is where you can share
your artwork, your ideas and experiences.
People at the Bridge are meeting on
Thursday 15th February, 10.30 - 11.30 am
for newsletter planning.
Everyone is welcome to join in.
If you would like to contribute to the next
newsletter please send contributions to:
newsletter@bridgecollective.org.uk,
drop in by hand or contact:
The Bridge Collective
on 01392 433358

Bridge Collective March 2018 What’s On dates so far……
Look out for updates to our March What’s on on our website
http://www.bridgecollective.org.uk/whats-on/ or on our front door
Thurs 1st

• 12-4pm Thursday Open Afternoon

Sat 3rd

• 12.30-2.30pm Rainbowbridge

Mon 5th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group
• 2-4pm Experts by Experience monthly meeting

Thurs 8th

• 1-3pm Community meeting

Wed 14th

• 1pm - 2.30pm Open Minds

Thurs 15th

• 10.30 -12 midday ‘Memory Lane’: looking at our past newsletters and
annual reports from when we began in 2007 up to present day
• To be confirmed: 12-4pm Open Afternoon

Mon 19th

• 10.30-12.30 - Women's Art Group

Tues 20th

• 1-3.30pm Company Systems Working Party: cleaning, typing, health
and safety checks, shopping, photocopying

Wed 21st

• Greenwood Project event – venue to be confirmed

Thurs 22nd

• To be confirmed 12-4pm Open Afternoon

Fri 23rd

Half day workshop: “Anxiety Disorders - Don't Panic!..? Phobias, OCD
and PTSD”. See posters at the Bridge. Free for anyone on benefits. To
book a place https://enrolonline.wea.org.uk Course code: C3529053
Tel: WEA (Exeter Workers’ Educational Association) 01392 457300

Wed 28th

• 10.40am meet Exeter Bus station - Greenwood Project to Yeo Vale
Wood

Thurs 29th

• 10am – 12midday Experts by Experience planning meeting
• To be confirmed: 12-4pm Open Afternoon

